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INTRODUCTION

,

Biological wastewater treatment using bacterial metabolism for removing various organic and
inorganic pollutions is an essential component of purifying processes involving treatment by means of
immobilized bacteria (fixed film) and/or suspended growth reactor.
Functional optimization of purification process (optimization of the system components operation - i.e.
subsystems) consists of a number of tasks such as:
 Ensuring high tolerance level and high adaptative resistance of microorganisms to
fluctuations of sewage load and to ever-changing ambient conditions;
 Efficient use of treatment facility working volume;
 Maintaining high concentration of active biomass in bioreactor;
 Prevention of biomass (suspended or fixed) loss; etc.
The main objective of system optimization (as a whole) is reducing the time of wastewater treatment
(HRT – hydraulic retention time), as well as preventing generation of surplus sludge, and thus
excluding recirculation and/or sludge treatment, transportation and burial from purification process.
By solving the tasks of functional optimization the best compromise between system stability and
purification process efficiency shall be achieved by the synergistic effect of all optimized subsystems.
Such compromise leads to cutting down the expenses relating to capital construction and equipment,
ineffective energy consumption and extra maintenance costs.
How wastewater treatment problems are solved today?
In segment of biological sewage purification the absolute majority of current technologies practice
recirculation of biomass from secondary or tertiary sedimentation tanks to initial stage of the
purification process. This is dictated by the need to maintain high concentration of biomass in
bioreactor and simultaneously to avoid induction and yield of surplus activated sludge.
In this case, high nutrient concentration contained in sewage inflow causes a “shocking impact” onto
reverted back bacteria. Bacteria functional adaptation to the suddenly changed conditions of the
environment and their reactivation takes place only after significant delay.
Recirculation of biomass interrupts the aquatic natural trophic chain (redox chain) of microorganisms
in sewage treatment process. The majority of bacteria affected by “shock” have no ample time to
pass into active phase of metabolism before water discharge from bioreactor.
Besides, as a result of nutrient depletion in secondary or tertiary sedimentation tanks a certain
amount of bacteria form cysts or encapsulate. Thus, due to encapsulation recalcitrant substrate (like
heteropolysaccharides [heteroglycan] – from the cell envelopes encapsulated, reverted back
bacteria) gets into first cycle of purification.
The process using fixed microorganisms on the inert surface has a principal drawback: biological
fouling of the carrier surface, which requires periodic regeneration to ensure correct operation of the
treatment facility.
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If periodical shutdown of the treatment facility and/or the biofilter regeneration is delayed, biological
fouling of the carrier leads to loss of active biomass from the reactor and as a consequence – to
overall instability and purification process degradation. 1
Another frequent problem is related to the choice of a suitable bacterial carrier medium. The rational
ratio between effective carrier surface area and net volume of reactor is a critical parameter to be
taken into account when choosing a carrying surface. This ratio could seem to be big enough for a
certain three-dimensional rigid carrier. However, due to overgrowth and low porosity levels an
available surface is usually less. In the latter case, supply of oxygen to thick biofilm requires more
powerful blowers or compressors. On the other hand, the intensive mixing leads to mutual collisions
of the carrier parts and as the consequence – to cutting off fixed biomass and washing the sludge out
of bioreactor.
In most cases the above mentioned problems are mitigated by increasing the sizes of wastewater
treatment facilities and by adding complex systems, focused on, e.g. sedimentation and recirculation
of activated sludge as well as carrier regeneration systems. However, such solutions lead to a
significant increase in energy consumption, and require qualified personnel for operating and
maintaining equipment.
In other words, there does not exist at present any serious and meaningful progress in the direction
of optimization of the reactor environment condition or towards enhancement of metabolism
efficiency within the limits of existing reactor volume.
Therefore, the first goal of the ISBS (Integrated Spatial Bacterial Succession) technology is to
provide a method for biological treatment of wastewater which overcomes the above-mentioned
drawbacks and makes treatment process an effective and foolproof system.
The second goal of the ISBS technology is to provide expanded accessibility of nutrients to
microorganisms used for sewage treatment.
The third goal of the ISBS technology is application of a device with specifically adapted biofilter
and air dispersal system, which allows to improve accessibility of nutrients to microorganisms and to
preserve robust active biomass concentration.

1

Recirculation of activated sludge is one of the main reasons of biological fouling, and as a consequence of
such recirculation metabolic activity of microorganisms within bioreactor changes. Since the above mentioned
cyst-forming bacteria and encapsulated bacteria are accumulated on the carrier surface together with active
cells, the carrier surface gets clogged by less active biomass, which causes biofilm thickening and gradual
wastewater treatment efficiency decrease. Thickening of biofilm on the carrier deteriorates the diffusion of
nutrients and oxygen into deeper film strata, limits overall metabolic processes and prolongs the treatment.
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DEFINITION

,

The «ISBS» (Integrated Spatial Bacterial Succession) technology for biological wastewater
purification is the set of technological units, systems and equipment providing multi-stage process of
sewage treatment.
The main principle of this technology is a forming the three-dimensional hydrobionts succession
(ISBS) in a well-stirred continuous-flow bioreactor using fixed biomass and specific air dispersal
system - [Package Advanced Treatment ISBS-Bioreactor - PATR].
The «PATR» is designed without zones of biomass sedimentation and recirculation. In this case the
necessary and sufficient conditions are:
- Providing sufficient oxygen access to bacteria cells;
- Providing minimal conditions for bacteria survival;
- Protecting bacteria cells from “shock impact”;
- Ensuring sufficient contact area between wastewater, dissolved oxygen and Multilayer Inert
Carrier surface;
- Preventing clogging of working Multilayer Inert Carrier surfaces.
Integrated Spatial Bacterial Succession is a microbiocenosis, suspended in reactor liquid medium
and fixed on the Multilayer Inert Carrier (M.I.C.). ISBS in reactor's bulk is formed by using the biocluster TOP (Three-D Original Package). Surprisingly effective biological wastewater treatment
process is performed in aerobic continuous-flow foolproof reactor by means of this bio-cluster TOP.
Patented Multilayer Inert Carrier enabling to fix microorganisms and to form three-dimensional
space filled by immobilized and suspended hydrobionts (ISBS) is an essential component of Three-D
Original Package - bio-cluster TOP.
Complete biological wastewater treatment including nitrification, denitrification and aerobic biomass
stabilization is realized strictly in accordance with the generic composition of hydrobionts fixed onto
Multilayer Inert Carrier. Necessary conditions for existence of fixed biological forms which
assimilate organic and non-organic contamination without biomass “cumulative gain” (steady-state
process) are created by means of ambient environment in the bio-cluster TOP.
In-structure of each bio-cluster TOP a biomass concentration on the M.I.C. correlates with ambient
medium.
The number of Three-D Original Packages is determined by technological parameters of influent
wastewater and purified water quality.
Optimal conditions for growth and co-existence of bacteria within the bounds of the «TOP» are
realized thanks to following factors:
1. The rational ratio between effective surface of the Multilayer Inert Carrier and net volume of
each bio-cluster TOP. If the type of inert carrier is chosen, this factor becomes a critical
parameter to be considered. Under aerobic condition the texture of M.I.C. allows hold down up
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to 18 ÷20 g/l of fixed biomass. The M.I.C. is specifically designed to ensure accessibility of
nutrients and oxygen to all fixed hydrobionts (anywhere on the biofilter).
2. At the same time the structure of Multilayer Inert Carrier operates like a built-in disperser of air
bubbles injected from the air diffusers, disposed at the bottom of the «TOP».
PROCESS DESCRIPTION

,

A key element of this (ISBS) process is a continuous generation the three-dimensional succession
of the hydrobionts - ISBS (Integrated Spatial Bacterial Succession), wherein the optimum
conditions of ambient environment in reactor's bulk correspond to certain species of hydrobionts, and
within bio-cluster TOP one relevant bacterial species is being replaced by another.
Due to bacterial activity which is supported under conditions of steady-state growth and depending
on reaction rates, diffusion coefficient and also availability of nutrients for exoenzymes, spatial
succession of purification processes is formed. Catabolism and assimilation of nutrients are carried
out by means of combined participation of various microorganisms.
Biofilm2 growth is limited by effective surface of the Multilayer Inert Carrier and by the rate of
digestible nutrients, i.e. by accessibility of organic pollution and oxygen. In the bio-cluster TOP a
relationship between "microbial food" and the number of bacterial cells is controlled in such a manner
that essential part of nutrients are enough only for a maintenance energy but not for bacterial cell
growth. Bacterial cells are kept in a state of starvation. In this state exponential cell growth and as a
2

Biofilm is the result of cell attachment onto some surface. Attachment of bacterial cells onto surface is
performed as the process including at least three various stages and undoubtedly involves not only physical
and chemical interactions but also biological interaction. In the boundary layer near biofilm surface physical
and chemical mutual attraction leads to enrichment of ambient liquid by ions and more often than not it is
favorable for fixed microorganisms. As result of physical and chemical interaction in the boundary layer near
substrate surface all molecules, both polar and non-polar are collected. As a consequence, fixed
microorganisms are better supplied with nutrients than suspended bacterial cells. Attaching of bacteria to
surface is typical for microorganisms living in poor nutrient medium. Under deficiency of nutrients freeswimming bacteria aspire to fixing thereby demonstrating tendency to change of behavior. Among oligotrophic
bacteria adapted to nutrients deficiency, fixed state of bacterial cells is the fundamental feature of their life
cycle. Since dissolved nutrient molecules in the boundary layer migrate easily, they are concentrated in the
direction of microbial cells which are final acceptor of nutrients. However for the fixed cells this advantage
remains until their number is not too big or they do not cover the surface completely.
Bacterial cells fixed onto stones or other surfaces in running water (for example, in a stream or in a river)
receive nutrients out of great volumes of water without losing energy for movement. Since molecules of
nutrients diffuse only on one side and are neutralized by all microbial community the fixed bacterial cells are
affected by toxic substance (including oxygen) in a lesser degree. For example, fixed bacteria are steadier
against chlorine compared to suspended cells. Fixed bacterial cells are consumed by Protozoa (such as
infusorian-Ciliophora or rotifers-Rotatoria) in a lesser compared to suspended cells. Fixed bacteria form cooperative structures with other bacteria much easier than suspended microorganisms. It is especially
important for development of Syntrophic Cooperation. Fixed bacterial community has better possibilities for
exchange of genetic information (this is particularly so with plasmids).
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consequence sludge growth does not take place. Since the growth rate depends on the amount of
"food" in the bio-cluster TOP, the number of cells does not increase (stationary growth phase). Due
to the high density of biomass on the M.I.C. (up to 18÷20 g/l) the growth rate is also reduced, and
most of organic and inorganic contaminants, as mentioned above, are used only for maintenance of
the existing biofilm. Thus, in accordance with environment in-structure of each Three-D Original
Package the bacterial cells are capable to self-regulation.
Biofilm development on the inert surface of M.I.C. of the Three-D Original Package begins with
attachment of various species of bacterial cells. Further, due to bacteria growth on the surface, and
as result of new cells attachment, the biomass yield increases. In this growth phase cells density can
reach the plateau which subsequently is being adjusted by dynamic balance between growth and
decay (lysis) of bacterial cells and also by cells spalling.
In other words, biofilm character and size are influenced by nutrients diffusion, by attachment rate of
new cells and are affected by biofilm erosion (the destructive impact of water flow, for example, the
force of washing-off).
With the biofilm size growth the nutrients diffusion is reduced exponentially and thus the metabolic
pattern changes too. The bacterial cells situated in the superficial film layers are better provided with
a nutrients diffusing from the liquid, whereas in deeper layers microorganisms starve and die off. All
this leads to the biofilm structural instability.3
Such structural heterogeneity is caused by the specific bacterial metabolic activity and development
of absolutely different microbial communities in superficial and deep biofilm layers. As for deeper
biofilm layers, frequently the accessibility of oxygen is the basic metabolic limiting factor. In these
3

Fig. 1, Conceptual basis for the biofilm model
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layers the dominating type of metabolism is anaerobic (for example, fermentation, denitrifying
bacteria or sulfate-reducing bacteria). Fermentation products or reduced compounds of nitrogen and
sulphur (so called by-products) diffuse to superficial film layers where they serve as substrate for
aerobic bacteria.
Biofilm is a spatially structured heterogeneous community of various microorganisms and involves
non-biological impurities. Microbial community is characterized by the certain growth dynamics and
by the specific enzyme activity for nutrients digesting. Such characteristics reflect the types of
cooperation and antagonism of bacterial community limited by accessibility of oxygen and nutrients.
Mutually antithetical oxygen and substrate gradients (environmental gradients) are formed in a live
bacteria colony. By contrast with the cells in superficial film layers, in deeper strata these mutually
antithetical gradients may cause metabolic activity changes or bacteria cell death.
THROPHIC REDOX CHAIN

,

In the Package Advanced Treatment ISBS-Reactor complete biological digestion of pollution is
carried out as a complex multistage process. Two forms of food chains should be differentiated in the
Integrated Spatial Bacterial Succession (ISBS):
 Trophic redox (substrate) chain, and
 Predator-prey interactions
Trophic redox chain is a succession of alternative reduction-oxidation processes which take place
not only in space, but also during time. This distribution reflects behavior conditions of metabolic
reactions. Within spatial redox chain microorganisms, participating in assimilation and dissimilation of
organic and inorganic compounds are disposed, first of all due to kinetics of substrate assimilation,
i.e. in competition for substrate. The place of bacteria depends on substrate affinity constant (Halfvelocity coefficient Ks), as well as on metabolic specifics of each bacterial group.
Syntrophic cooperation and co-metabolism also play essential part in trophic redox chain. The
majority of aerobic bacteria can consume complex organic substances without essential cooperation
with other bacteria. However, complex organic substances are not decomposed completely by some
bacterial species, but only by simultaneous production of concomitant metabolite.
In other cases cooperation is carried out by means of biogenic substances, for example vitamins
necessary in trace amount.
Syntrophic cooperation is such a type of symbiosis where both partners completely depend on each
other and this mutual dependence cannot be overcome only by addition of co-substrate or other
nutrients into ambient environment.
The capacity of pollution degradation is rising due to co-metabolism. Decomposition of recalcitrant
substrate requires participation of various exoenzymes. Some microorganisms do not possess a
complete set of necessary exoenzymes. In this case full decomposition of polymeric substrate is
performed as a result of combined action of various microorganisms.
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In many cases degradation of recalcitrant polymers is possible only due to co-metabolism, i.e. a
simultaneous consumption of decomposable compounds. For example, in case of vegetable cell wall
degradation hydrolyzed cellulose (co-substrate) serves as an energy source and electrons donor for
hydrogen peroxide formation, with the help of which lignin degradation is performed.4
PREDATOR - PREY CHAIN

,.

The average daily gain of bacterial colony in the ISBS-Bioreactor is controlled by protozoan uptake.
Biomass yield is decreased owing to consumption of bacteria by filter-feeding organisms, as well as
by rotifers (Rotatoria). By means of filtering Ciliate (Ciliate), flagellates and copepods eat the
suspended bacterial cells. Amoebas, rotifers and nematode (Nematodes) eat mainly fixed bacterial
cells.
In the last bio-cluster TOP up to 12 % (twelve per cent) of suspended bacteria are consumed by
ciliates, flagellates, copepods and etc. Over 7 % (seven per cent) of fixed bacteria are consumed by
amoebas, rotifers and nematodes. Consumption by Protozoa reduces bacteria population growth.
For bacterial balance recovering the time of bacteria population doubling should be 6 hours to 2
days.
However bacteria population decline leads to decrease of competition for nutrients and thus
promotes substrate concentration increase. As a result, bacteria growth rate increases supporting
microbial population in active state. The size of bacterial colony depends on not only influent of
nutrients but also on Protozoa consumption and both these factors influence one another.
Above mentioned Protozoa relate to aerobic organisms and can exist only in rather pure water at
dissolved oxygen concentration being not less than 3 mg/l, and at concentration of ammonium not
more than 1÷2 mg/l.

4

A number of cells are subjected to spontaneous autolysis (this is a self-digestion of cells by the action of
their own of proteolytic enzymes, which are produced within the organism). Autolysis is initiated by cell
lysosomes which release digestive enzymes to the cytoplasm. However these enzymes are released due to
the cessation of active cellular processes, rather than the result of their maintaining. In other words, though
autolysis is similar to digestion of nutrients by the live cells, dead cells are not digesting themselves. Due to
depletion of nutrients or physical and chemical alterations in the ambient environment (acidification or
alkalization, reduction of dissolved oxygen amount) certain specific bacterial group are subjected to
competitive antagonism (antibiosis) by a portion of symbiotic bacteria: in case of nutrients depletion in the
ambient environment, prepotent bacterial species with higher biological activity excrete proteolytic enzymes
and digest bacterial species with lower biological activity.
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NITRIFICATION & DENITRIFICATION PROCESS

.

Nitrification and Denitrification (N/D - ammonia oxidation process and nitrate reduction process) are
performed as a part of the ISBS-process. N/D are performed using Three-D Original Packages with
M.I.C., preliminary seeded by specific bacterial culture (bacterial contamination).
In case of fixed biomass ammonia oxidation reaction and nitrate reduction are effected by means of
both external and internal diffusion. Nitrification occurs in the superficial film layers (well-aerated
process) whereas in contrast, denitrification (anoxic process) takes place at only low oxygen
concentrations in deeper biofilm strata. Necessary nutrients for denitrifying bacteria are diffused into
deep layer of biofilm. In case of nutrients depletion by-product of substrate metabolism (metabolite)
from superficial film layers can diffuse into deeper biofilm strata; these metabolites being additional
sources of food for the denitrifying bacteria.
Fig. 2, Conceptual basis for the nitrification-denitrification model

For the synthesis of new bacterial cells effective biological oxidation process requires a certain
amount of nitrogen and phosphorus. In order to assure an optimal bacterial growth and maintenance
in reactor bulk the necessary and sufficient BOD/N/P ratio of raw wastewater for total biological
treatment process should be at least: (BOD)/N/P = 100g/ 5g/1g. In addition, a number of other
elements in small amounts, in particular calcium and sodium are required too.
A very important parameter for denitrification process [the typical form of bacteria C5H7NO2] is the
organic carbon/ nitrogen-fraction ratio of wastewater (C/N ratio), which also plays a significant role for
design and operation of the WWTP.
Taking into consideration that if the typical microbial lumped reaction of complete saccharides
oxidation is:
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C6H12O6 + 4.8NO3 - + 4.8H+  6CO2↑ + 2.4N2↑ + 8.4H2O
or the lumped reaction of complete formate oxidation is:
HCOO- + H+ + 0.33NO3 -  0.165N2↑ + CO2↑+H2O
Accordingly, in case of sewage treatment without generation of surplus activated sludge, in order to
assure a relatively high denitrification rate the magnitude of C/N ratio should be not more! than 3g
COD/1g N (NO3-) for saccharides oxidation, and up to 9g COD/1g N (NO3-) for light hydrocarbons
oxidation.
Denitrifying bacteria using ammonia, NO3- and the typical form of organic substrate (C18H19O9N) in
wastewater for bacterial growth with an observed yield coefficient of 0.47 g biomass/g substrate
gives the following reaction:
0.61C18H19O9N + 4.54NO3- +0.39NH4+ +4.15H+  C5H7NO2 + 2.27N2 + 6.7CO2 +5.12H2O
Nitrate reduction process is limited by substrate concentration (hydrocarbons and nitrates) in the
ISBS-Bioreactor. Under these conditions in each purpose-designed «TOP» the cells density reaches
the plateau which subsequently is being adjusted by dynamic balance between growth and decay of
bacterial cells and also by cells spalling. Incoming BOD is ample for a maintenance energy, but is not
enough for the bacterial cells growth.
MODUS OPERANDI OF «ISBS» PROCESS

,

Modus operandi of the «ISBS» process in Package Advanced Treatment Reactor using 8 (eight)
Three-D Original Packages (TOP) is presented below.5
5

Estimation of maximum load rating of organic pollution on Multilayer Inert Carrier (M.I.C.) working
surface :
Effective surface of the M.I.C.is a ratio: 235 m²/m³ - (m² - M.I.C. effective surface; m³ - bioreactor net volume);
100 m³ - effective net volume of bioreactor for daily sewage flow (Qd = 200 m³/day; HRT=12 hours);
23, 500 m² - biofilter effective surface per 100 m³ of bioreactor net volume;
Because of HRT = 12 hour, the average value of hydraulic load is: Qd = 200 m³/day : 23, 500 m² ≈8.5 l(per m²
per day) - this is the average value of hydraulic load onto 1 m² of M.I.C. effective surface per day;
COD average value = 700 mg/l; 8.5 l(per m² per day) * 700 mg/l = 5.95 g COD (per m² per day) - this is the
average value of organic pollution load onto 1 m² of the M.I.C. effective surface per day→ 5,950 mg (per m²
per day) : 12 hours ≈ 495 mg (per m² per hour) - this is the average value of the organic pollution load onto 1
m² of the M.I.C. effective surface per hour;
Since the M.I.C. effective surface (235 m²) occupies 1 m³ of reactor volume, 1 m² of the M.I.C. effective
surface occupies 1/235 = 4.25 liters of reactor volume; consequently, the average value of organic pollution
load onto the M.I.C. effective surface, expressed in mg/l per hour is: 495 mg (per m² per hour) : 4.25 l = 116
mg COD/l * hour, i.e. in 2.5 times less than the average value of the organic pollution load onto biological
aerated filter without flow recirculation (300 mg/l * hour in accordance to standards and recommended
practices "Wastewater Engineering: Treatment and Reuse" Metcalf & Eddy);
The minimum rate of carbon oxidation in ISBS-Bioreactor is 14 mg COD per hour per gram of biomass (for
sewage purification without biomass cumulative gain). This oxidation rate allows keeping biomass specific
growth rate in steady state, i.e. in each bio-cluster TOP concentrations of fixed and suspended
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In this particular case, the working volume of each «TOP» equals to 1/8 of the whole PATR and the
treatment time in each «TOP» is about 1,5h. Typical domestic sewage having initial concentrations of
BOD5 = 420 mg/l, COD = 720 mg/l, TSS = 180 mg/l, NH4+ = 80 mg/l is fed into first «TOP».
1. In the first TOP biomass concentration immobilized (Im) onto multilayer inert carriers is about
20 g/l: 17÷18 g/l of cells and 2÷3 g/l are formed by suspended cells (S). In this «TOP», the
BOD5 is reduced to 285 mg/l, COD to 430 mg/l and NH4+ to 58 mg/l.
2. By means of gravity, water flows into the second «TOP» having the biomass concentration of
about 15 g/l (13-14 g/l Im; 1-2 g/l S), and contaminants are further reduced to 190 mg/l for
BOD5, 280 mg/l for COD and 40 mg/l for NH4+
3. In the third «TOP» the biomass concentration is about 10 g/l (9 g/l Im; 1 g/l S) and BOD5 is
reduced to 120 mg/l, COD to 180 mg/l and NH4+ to 25 mg/l.
4. In the fourth «TOP» which is a specific device for nitrification/denitrification takes place more
intensive nitrification. Nitrification bacteria prefer relatively purified and well aerated water, with
dissolved oxygen content not less than 2÷5 mg/l. The biomass concentration is about 5 g/l (5
g/l Im; 0.5 g/l S); BOD5 is reduced to 60 mg/l, COD to 120 mg/l; and NH4+ to 12 mg/l.
5. In the fifth «TOP» the concentration of suspended microorganisms being about 0.2 g/l,
attached microorganisms about 2 g/l, BOD5 is reduced to 30 mg/l, COD to 70 mg/l and NH4+ to
8 mg/l.
6. From the sixth to the eighth «TOP» deep wastewater refining occurs: BOD5, COD and NH4+
are being respectively reduced to 15 mg/l, 45 mg/l, and 1 mg/l , the biomass concentration is
reduced to about 1g/l in the sixth «TOP»; in the 7th «TOP»: BOD5 = 8 mg/l; COD = 30 mg/l,
and NH4+ =0.8 mg/l and the biomass concentration is about 0.5g/l; and in the 8th «TOP»:
BOD5 =5 mg/l; COD =15 mg/l, and NH4+ = 0.5 mg/l, the biomass concentration is about 0.1g/l.
In the eighth «TOP» the carrier is covered with a very thin biofilm layer and this circumstance
hampers determination of its quantity (suspended microorganisms practically are absent).
Overall treatment at the PATR is performed within 12 hours. The quality of purified sanitary
wastewater at the PATR output is in compliance with very rigid standards for purified water
quality (BOD5 - 5 mg/l; TSS - 5 mg/l; COD - 15 mg/l and NH4+< 0.5 mg/l.).

microorganisms are maintained in dynamic balance. In case of municipal sewage treatment the average value
of the organic pollution load onto Multilayer Inert Carrier, expressed in mg/l * hour is 116 mg COD/l * hour;
Consequently, the necessary biomass median effective concentration per unit of the ISBS- bioreactor net
volume is:
116 mg COD/l * hour : 14 mg COD/g * hour ≈ 8.28 g/l or 8.28 g/ l * 4, 25 l = 35.2 g/m² (gram of biomass per 1
m 2 of the M.I.C. working surface, without biomass "cumulative gain" in the bioreactor).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

,

Package Advanced Treatment ISBS-Bioreactor is a dynamic, foolproof system, wherein rate of
microbial metabolism and oxidation rate of organic and inorganic pollutions are the function of time
and metabolic specifics of each bacterial species.
Minimum rate of carbon oxidation in the ISBS-Bioreactor is on the average 14÷18 mg COD per hour
per gram of biomass (for sewage purification without biomass cumulative gain). Such oxidation rate
allows controlling biomass specific growth rate (steady-state process), i.e. the concentrations of fixed
and suspended microorganisms are maintained in dynamic balance in each bio-cluster TOP. At the
same time, there is a controlled feedback between pollution load magnitude and oxygen supply
(parameters that are possible to adjust and maintain in each bio-cluster TOP) and constant rate of
substrate oxidation. Owing to such process organization “cumulative gain” of biomass is absent and
recalcitrant metabolites (e.g. such as lignin, chitin, and etc.) are not formed. Thus, concentrations of
oxygen and pollutions load are limiting factors that determine equilibrium condition of biomass in the
Package Advanced Treatment ISBS-Bioreactor.
It should be noted:
The ISBS - biotechnology creates conditions, practically for full mineralization of all organic matters including the aerobic stabilization of suspended bacterial cells formed by biofilm erosion and also
by cells spalling.
Multistage ISBS-process prevents the induction and yield of surplus activated sludge. The
wastewater flows through set of TOP bio-clusters in plug flow regime, simulating the self purification
processes in natural waters such as rivers.
The main experimental proof of absence of biomass "cumulative gain" in biological treatment process is testing of water for the presence of Phosphorus. In case of biological wastewater treatment
without surplus activated sludge yield, Total Phosphorus quantity in purified water effluent should be
the same as in wastewater influent.
At the traditional sewage facilities (e.g. Activated sludge unit, SBR, MBR, MBBR, etc.) the yield of
surplus raw sludge, depending on impurity composition and sewage pollution load is on the average
6
between 1.5% and 5% of total daily sewage flow . In other words, such biological purification process
6

Sludge Treatment Costs. The sludge treatment expenditures comprise approximately 50% of the total
operating expenses of a WWTP and are the major concern of WWTP management. Over the past few
decades, sludge treatment costs have risen substantially in most countries, due to:
• Tighter regulation policies regarding quality of sludge reused for agriculture.
• The global increase in fuel prices of transportation.
• The closing or reduction of many landfill sites to minimize GHG emissions and seepage into the ground.
In many countries sludge is trucked to remote landfill locations hundreds and even thousands of miles away in
order to dispose of it legally. Each truckload of sludge in fact contains 80% water and only 20% solids.
In Europe, sludge originating from one country is sometimes transported and dumped in a different country,
resulting in costs of sludge treatment and disposal that can reach €200-€400 ($250-$500) per ton! This
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resulting in permanent “cumulative gain” of surplus sludge requires its withdrawal from circulation and
additional treatment.
In the course of Package Advanced Treatment ISBS-Bioreactor operation using bio-clusters TOP,
thanks to suitably designed process a complete mineralization of suspended organic sludge takes
place in bioreactor. Quantity of raw organic sludge (calculated with reference to dried substance) in
purified water is 150 ÷ 200 times less than other existing traditional technologies.
I.e. the additional equipment for sedimentation or recirculation of surplus activated sludge as well as
equipment for sludge dewatering and its transportation practically is not need!
Table 1, Effluent quality of purified water after the «ISBS» Biological Treatment Process
BOD5
TSS
N- NH3
COD
TOC

mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l

≤ 5÷15
≤ 5÷15
≤1
≤ 30÷60
≤ 10÷20

Table 2 Mass-balance of wastewater purification in the Package Advanced Treatment ISBSReactor; The process of water purification using 8 TOP is characterized according to Fig.3, Fig.4
Biomass (g/l)
BOD5 (mg/l)
COD (mg/l)
N-NH4+ (mg/l)
N-NO3 (mg/l)
TOP

Im

Inlet

SS

Inlet

0.18

420

Outlet

Inlet

Outlet

720

Inlet

Outlet

70

Inlet

Outlet

0

1

17

3

420

285

720

430

70

65

0

5

2

13

1.5

285

190

430

280

65

60

5

7

3

9

1

190

120

280

180

60

55

7

23

4

5

0.5

120

60

180

120
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explains why major efforts to find efficient solutions for the increasing and increasingly costly sludge problem
are being sought. These costs are expected to rise even more due to more stringent regulations aimed at
curbing environmental damage and the dangerous effects of untreated recycled sludge on human health when
used for agriculture.
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2016
Figure 3

Figure 4
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2016
Package Advanced Treatment ISBS-Reactor









No treatment and utilization of surplus activated sludge required
Foolproof & Robust system
Full automated
Stand-alone system
No Chemicals Required
No Major Maintenance Anticipated
No Membranes to clean
No electromechanical devices in the «PATR»

Figure 5

Note: the suggested process flow diagram is for demonstration only!
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2016
MAJOR ADVANTAGES OF THE PACKAGE ADVANCED TREATMENT ISBS-REACTOR

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

«ISBS» technology is applicable for sewage with different concentration of
contamination (domestic, industrial and agricultural sewage), and also for purification of
small volumes, for example from 50 m³/day up to averages volumes (1000 m³/day) as
well as big volumes (from 10,000 m³/day and above);
The yield of surplus activated sludge is 100÷300 times less compared to other existing
technologies;
The additional systems for settling and recirculation of surplus activated sludge are not
needed;
No treatment and utilization of surplus activated sludge required;
The residence time of wastewater treatment considerably shortens;
The systems for restoring initial properties of multilayer inert carrier and extra nutrition of
bacteria are not needed;
Nitrification, Denitrification and Aerobic biomass stabilization are performed in the biocluster TOP, that eliminates supplemental wastewater treatment systems;
Foolproof and robust system;
Operational safety;
Full automated;
Resistant to dancing of effluents;
High process stability and reliability;
Functional simplicity & Longevity;
Absence of the odor.

Maintenance costs of treatment facilities include:
 Electricity cost;
 Purchase of chemical reagents (in case of Phosphorus- P removal);
 Garbage removal after micro screen and removal of phosphates from drained sites;
 Salaries of WWTP maintenance staff;
 Water chemical analysis.
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2016
SPECIFICATION OF SUGGESTED THE PACKAGE ADVANCED TREATMENT ISBS-REACTOR
SPECIFICATION

WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT (TURN KEY)
DESIGNED WWTP FOOTPRINT AREA

1. Civil engineering:
1a. Earthworks, groundwork, base-levelled concrete foundation;
1b. Fence, railing, gate, gateway;
1c. Sewage Lift Station (main inflow water pipes, sewage header, sewage catchment, drain, embanking
(earth fill), feed pump system, trash and solid box.
1d. Flow control system;
1e. Effluent pipe.
1.f Landscaping
2. Electrified line
2a. Trunk electric line, main switch
2b. Reserve diesel-generator
2c. Cable to control panel of bioreactor
2d. Exterior lighting equipment
2e. Shutdown
3. Mechanical/Primary Treatment: Automatic Micro-Screen (0.5-3 mm mesh) & Sand removal unit;
4. Equalization tank;
5. Influent feed pumps(duty / stand-by configuration);
6. Counter device;
7. PATR (Turn Key);
7a. Reactor (concrete or steel); gravity over-flow between sections
7b. All components for the «PATR» including patented Multilayer Inert Carrier (M.I.C.) with fixed
biomass system and Three-D Original Package –TOP with built-in specific disperser (air distribution
system), cover plates, etc.
7c. Biomass supplying;
7d. Accessories: Main air supply steel pipe; Stair, guardrail; drain valves;
8. Blower motor units (duty / stand-by configuration); Air supply system;
9. Main control panel;
10. Ancillary building (Light construction for Control room and Blower motor units)
11. Principal design of sewage treatment facility (Detailed construction plan; Process flow diagram)
12. Start-up and set-up operations up, (adjustment work, testing and commissioning of the facilities)
13. *Effluent Disinfection unit ;
14. *Chem. Phosphorus-P removal
15. *Technical and Operation Support after installation (personnel training)
16. *Catchment for purified water
*Components May Be Added or Removed to Meet Customers’ Needs
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